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The Case for Persuasion in Parental Informed Consent to Promote Rational Vaccine Choices

Abstract
There have been calls for mandatory vaccination legislation to be introduced into the United Kingdom in order to tackle the national and international rise of vaccine-preventable disease. Whilst some countries have had some success associated with mandatory vaccination programmes, the Royal College of Paediatrics and Child Health (RCPCH) insist this is not a suitable option for the United Kingdom, a country which has seen historical opposition to vaccine mandates. There is a lack of comprehensive data to demonstrate a direct link between mandatory vaccination legislation and increased uptake. Whilst there are examples whereby there has been an improvement, some studies suggest that comparable results can be obtained by strongly recommending vaccinations instead. The RCPCH insist that Healthcare Workers (HCW) are ideally placed to engage and inform parents to make every interaction a “vaccine opportunity”. This paper calls for a principled, rational approach to interpretations of autonomy which underpin parental informed consent. MacLean’s concept of mutual persuasion could be a vehicle to ensuring parents are suitably informed of both the material risks associated with vaccine choices and to consider the rationality of their decisions, whilst ultimately upholding parental autonomy. It is argued that this, alongside infrastructural improvement, could create a more sustainable, long-term improvement in childhood vaccination rates in the United Kingdom than mandatory vaccination.

Introduction
Whilst Health Secretary Matt Hancock recently called for the “bold action” of mandatory vaccination in the United Kingdom [1], there is a lack of comprehensive data to demonstrate a direct link between mandatory vaccination legislation and increased uptake. Although there
are examples whereby there has been an improvement, some studies suggest that comparable results can be achieved by strongly recommending vaccinations instead [2][3]. The House of Lords voiced their opposition by stating that “mandatory vaccination is not the way forward” [4] and instead recommended that healthcare workers [HCW] facilitate improved vaccine uptake through improved communication with parents [4] [5]. This mirrors the stance of the Royal College of Paediatrics and Child Health (RCPCH) in calling for a “co-ordinated approach” so that “every contact between a child and healthcare worker .. be a vaccine opportunity” [6]. The RCPCH have warned that mandatory legislation fails to address the underlying cause of poor vaccine-uptake, namely poor accessibility and parental anxieties [4] [7] and would likely back-fire to create “determined vaccine-refusers...”. The RCPCH have also warned that whilst “compulsion may work for some countries, it’s not for us” [8].

Healthcare workers [HCW] have an opportunity to engage parents on the issue of vaccination when gaining consent. Informed consent is a fluid, ongoing process and early discussions about vaccination may commence long before appointments are made. In the informed consent process, those with capacity consider information to make an autonomous decision relating to medical intervention. There is no legal requirement for that decision to be rational [9]. Yet principled interpretations of autonomy concede that autonomous decisions should also be rational. Whilst irrationality may be acceptable for adult patients willing to bear the consequences of their own decisions [10], in the case of parental decision-making on behalf of a child, it is reasonable to argue that a legal duty should exist to facilitate rationality in parental informed consent. Parental decision-making exists on the premise that the child’s best interest takes precedence, yet in the case of vaccinations, parents may struggle to determine those best interests amid the myriad of information and misinformation. As US Judge Mr. Justice Rutledge once said - “parents may be free to become martyrs themselves, but it does not follow that they are free .. to make martyrs of their children” [11]. This paper considers a new legal standard, incorporating MacLean’s model of mutual-persuasion in informed consent, as a way to facilitate rationality in parental decision-making in issues such as vaccination [9]. When combined with infrastructural improvement, this could present a
more sustainable alternative to mandatory vaccination whilst upholding parental autonomy [4][12].

The Re-emergence of Vaccine-Preventable Disease

There has been parental suspicion of vaccination ever since Edward Jenner made his contribution to medical science over 220 years ago. In the mid-to-late 1800s, the original “anti-vaxxers” - the Anti-Vaccination Leagues - were created to protest against compulsory vaccination provisions held under the Vaccination Acts of 1853 and 1867. Their right to conscientious objection – or exemption - was finally recognized in the subsequent Act of 1898 [13] [14]. Such exemption clauses, which are often still incorporated into vaccine mandates to this day, can threaten to undermine the entire vaccine mandate strategy. Measles illustrates this point particularly well. Falling confidence in the Measles vaccine, and subsequent reduction in uptake, contributed to a 30% global resurgence in Measles cases in 2018 [15]. In New York State, where the vaccine is mandatory, a community with high levels of exemption was the source of an outbreak in the Spring of that year, which led to the declaration of a State of Emergency [16] [17].

When a population acquires a level of immunisation, whether that be through prior exposure to the pathogen or through immunisation programmes, it reduces the pool of hosts available to the pathogen. This can reduce transmission and indirectly protect unimmunised members of society through what is known as ‘herd immunity’. Unimmunised members of society often include vulnerable groups such as; the immunocompromised, or those who cannot be vaccinated due to allergy or on account of their age, such as very young children. Measles is one of the leading causes of global child mortality in the under 5s and can cause severe, long-term and debilitating complications [7]. In some areas of the UK, coverage with the first dose of the Measles Mumps and Rubella (MMR-1) triple vaccine plummeted to as low as 74.3% in 2018-19 [18]. This is of particular concern, as in 2017 when coverage of MMR-1 fell to 86% in Romania, it was soon followed by deadly measles epidemic which bore witness to 50,000 cases and 59 deaths [7][19]. Whilst Measles serves as a strong representation of the
consequences of low vaccination coverage, last year uptake across all routine child vaccines fell in the UK [20]. This included reduced rates of immunisation with DTaP/IPV/Hib/HepB, also known as the ‘6-in-1’ vaccine, leaving children exposed to the risk of contracting diphtheria, pertussis, tetanus, polio, hepatitis B and disease caused by Hameophilus Influenzae (Type b) [20].

**Parental Rights of Autonomy**

For each childhood vaccination to be administered, informed consent must be obtained. Where a child lacks the requisite capacity, such consent must be sought from those with parental responsibility [21][22]. The moral authority for parental responsibility “depends …[upon] the entirely reasonable supposition that parents will act in the best interests of their children” [23]. The legal authority, arising from the Children act 1989 Part 2(2), upholds such “…rights, duties, powers, responsibilities and authority..”[24] which should be used the child’s best interests only. These rights are supported by the European Convention of Human Rights (ECHR) through Article 8 which upholds “…the right to respect for private and family life..” [25]. As a qualified right this can be limited “..such as is in accordance with the law and is necessary..for the protection of health..or ..the rights and freedoms of others” [26] such as the child, or others in society. The provisions of Article 8 of the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) recognise individual rights of autonomy in medical decision-making, yet crucially interpret autonomy in a manner which must give due consideration to others in society. This reflects a principled, rational interpretation of autonomy which will be addressed later.

The current legal standard for medical consent, established in Montgomery v Lanarkshire HB [2015][27], focuses upon information disclosure with an emphasis upon disclosure of material risks. Whilst undeniably important, such duty is purely informative. There is no corresponding duty to ensure decisions are rational. MacLean argues that in order to truly respect autonomy, decision-makers must consider the rationality of their decisions [9]. On
that basis, MacLean proposes that the decision-making process should include a legal duty placed upon HCWs to persuade patients to make rational decisions, whilst the patient ultimately makes the final decision. This, he says, can ensure patients have both fully understood the material risks and are aware of the rationality of their decision; and that by doing so offers better protection of autonomy.

Autonomy (‘Auto’ is Greek for ‘self’ and ‘nomous’ is law) is a principle of self-governance. It is central to decision-making, yet its interpretation is subjective. Liberal views of autonomy, such as presented by Locke, hold that we should be afforded the “...freedom to order [our] actions...as [we] think fit...without asking leave, or depending on the Will of any other Man [28]”. This uninhibited right to freedom considers only self-interests in decision-making [29], describing the patient’s right to pursue their own ends without medical interference, or question, even if it seems irrational. Liberal parents will hold their freedom of thought in highest regard, often considering their parental instinct to be superior to medical knowledge [29]. Yet such reasoning is fundamentally flawed as it fails to consider the impact one’s decision may have upon others. We do not exist in isolation, just as disease does not exist in isolation. Stirrat et al argue that liberalism fails to recognise bonds of society and community [30], whilst Mill’s example of a dangerous bridge further illustrates that we are duty-bound by humanity to at least challenge irrational decisions. He states “...it would be a great misunderstanding of this doctrine to suppose [that we] should not concern [ourselves with]... the well-doing or well being of one another...” [31]. Ultimately a liberal parent’s decision not to vaccinate their child also does not exist in isolation as it could eventually impact upon the health of another parent’s immunocompromised child [29] [32]. Under European Law, such liberal constructs of autonomy are also rejected. Parental rights and those of medical autonomy held under ECHR Article 8 may be limited where they interfere with the rights of others [26].

Even Kant’s classical liberalism, which upholds that one is autonomous when their actions are free from external influence, has a caveat to recognise that individuals are inextricably
bound into the fabric of greater-society. Kant’s test of rationality, the categorical imperative [33], requires one to “...act only according to that maxim by which you can at the same time will that it should become a universal law” [34]. This requires the individual decision to be one which could be intended to be applicable to all, so that we hold ourselves to the same standards as others. If we therefore accept autonomy as a principled, relational concept which gives consideration to society, then, as argued by Maclean it “seems reasonable that the decision-maker should depend on others for support and assistance...provided the responsibility remains with the patient” [9]. This would enable autonomous parents to seek support from HCWs in their decision-making. On that basis, it would also be reasonable to assume that HCWs could support rational autonomous parental decision-making by offering advice which gives consideration to the universal law. On the issue of vaccination, HCWs should be able to offer information relating to wider societal impacts of decisions and in doing so promote rationality. On this basis, informed consent, therefore, should be more educationally intensive for all involved. For example, in applying Kant’s maxim; if one parent refused child vaccination, then in applying the test of universal law, all parents could refuse vaccinations. As a result, diseases could re-emerge in an era of ever-growing drug resistance, which could put the whole of society at risk.

Maclean goes further to argue that if we are to truly support a principled, rational construct of autonomy, HCWs should be under a legal duty to go further and persuade patients, or in this case the parent, on how best to meet a child’s best interests. Persuasion can refer to influences upon decision making which “appeal to...self-interest .[or a]...sense of social obligation./or both” which can lead to the achievement of a “collectively valued goal” [35]. Such a collectively valued goal would be the health of all children in our society.

Importantly, Anderson et al recognize that there is a spectrum of treatment pressures from persuasion to coercion, and the fine line must be recognized in practice [40]. However, at an individual and public health level, persuasion may be more acceptable, as it recognizes individual autonomy and concerns whilst putting the case forward for the overall benefits of a
course of action [40]. Furthermore, such supportive persuasion would not amount to external influence as the parent would retain ultimate responsibility and could, according to MacLean similarly engage in persuading the HCW [9]. Persuasion should be a ‘two-way street’, whereby the patient, in demonstrating understanding and rationality could also persuade the HCW to consider their perspective. This somewhat reflects the court’s approach in cases of parental dispute over vaccination whereby the courts have welcomed the chance to be persuaded by the dissenting parent [41].

**Information Disclosure in Informed Consent to Facilitate Best Interests Decisions**

The common law standard pertaining to consent focuses upon whether a doctor adequately informs the patient [27]. Maclean argues that as a result, the doctor’s duty is to simply bestow information without influencing by way of professional opinion and so the patient is left “..to their fate” [9]. He argues that it is unrealistic to expect information to be relayed in a way that does not hold some bias; the order of words, the tone of voice and the doctor’s own research influences and experiences are all likely to combine to influence how the patient receives and therefore process that information. In Mills v Oxford University Hospitals NHS Trust [2019] Steyn J accepted that “there should be a dialogue between the doctor and the patient, and it is important the advice should be comprehensible” [42]. One could, therefore, argue that to ensure a patient has understood the information provided requires a dialogue – one which goes beyond simple disclosure. This amounts to a duty to ensure the patient has awareness of risk [43]. In accepting the proposition that material risks are subjective to each patient an open dialogue is key to determining which risks are material. Such a dialogue should be subject to persuasion from either party.

When confronted with negative information, it is an evolutionary instinct to focus upon risk, rather than benefits [44]. This is where dialogue and HCW communication skills are vital. Research has shown that parents do not feel they have enough time to fully discuss their
vaccine concerns [45] and even pro-vaccine parents do not feel they received sufficient information and often question their choices [46]. Those for whom dialogues with HCWs are insufficient are more likely to seek their own information, usually from internet sources or other parents [46]. NHS England chief recently condemned the school gates as the “…breeding grounds…” for “vaccine myths” [47]. This is the kind of ‘willful disinformation’ [47] which should be addressed directly through informed consent dialogues by recognising parental concerns and providing evidence-based information. For those parents who are complacent [48] engaging in early discussions could be an opportunity for engagement.

MPs have discussed the need for “…better training of health professionals on what vaccines are, what they do, how they work and what is in them so that those professionals are ably equipped to answer parents’ questions” [49]. These recommendations reflect the need for improved information disclosure and trust to reach the Montgomery standard, and beyond. In the case of vaccination, it is reasonable to conclude that upon a test of materiality - namely that a reasonable person in that parent’s position would attach significance to that risk – that the HCW should inform the parent as to the risk of side effects and the risk that non-vaccination poses in terms of disease and its associated complications. Whilst, in reflecting a rationalized approach to autonomy, the parent would be informed of the wider risk of disease in the community, such as that concerning immunocompromised groups, the loss of herd immunity and the consequential rise of disease re-emergence which could be resistant to treatments. By providing such information the parent should consider the impact individual vaccine choices have upon others, which may then induce – not coerce – not only better determination of their child’s best interests, but a sense of civic duty amongst parents to have their children vaccinated. Whilst the law recognises that decision making should be free from coercion, Anderson et al 2016 consider that persuasion is a more socially acceptable construct which assists the patient in determining the best course of action to meet their best interests, whilst retaining the right to decide [40]. This could greatly assist parents in
determining their child’s best interests as vaccine hesitancy often arises from an uncertainty over the best course of action in order to best serve those best interests of the child.

**Working Together to Determine Best Interests**

The GMC advises that “*Doctors should always act in the best interests of children and young people*…[therefore] *assessment of best interests will include…the views of the child…so far as they can express them, [and]..the views of parents*” [50]. This indicates that the GMC hold that the determination of the child’s best interests may be determined by parental opinions, which requires active dialogue and a degree of persuasion from the parents. Yet, as research has shown many parents remain uncertain over whether they hold the correct views in relation to vaccination. This further raises the issue of whether there should be an additional legal duty placed upon doctors to persuade parents as to why vaccination is in the child’s best interests. The State and those employed by it, are duty-bound to uphold the child’s right to the “enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of health…” which includes the duty to “combat disease…” and “..develop preventive health care” according to Article 24 of the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC) [51]. In practice, such a legal duty of persuasion would reflect current GMC guidance that consent is a “*process of discussion and decision-making..*” [36] rather than the end result of information disclosure alone, which MacLean argues can “abandon ..[patients].. to their choices” [9]. Enhanced engagement with parents, during the consent process, can facilitate greater understanding of parents’ values and beliefs. This will allow HCWs to better support treatment choices and may help avoid the pitfall of defensive medicine by enhancing, rather than eroding, the practitioner-patient relationship. At law, there is no obligation for patients to explain irrational treatment choices [10] yet it may arguably be justifiable for such a new legal duty to require engagement with parents on irrational choices which may affect a child’s health. Where parents adamantly refuse to engage, MacLean suggests that the legal duty upon HCWs to support decision-making in this way, would then be discharged [9]. Whilst determined parental refusal may be a potential barrier to this approach, recent statistics
suggest that the percentage of parents refusing vaccines fell from 11% in 2015 to 8% in 2019, which could indicate an openness to persuasion within that demographic [37].

As parents may hold concerns relating to vaccinations, so too may HCWs. This may affect their ability to meet the legal standard of persuasion. However, existing GMC guidance advises HCWs not to burden vulnerable patients with personal beliefs. One option may be to utilize existing guidance for professional conscientious objection. This would enable HCWs to refer patients on to alternative, more suitable, practitioners when they feel unable to provide such treatment or evidence-based information [38]. In practice, the legal duty of persuasion would expand upon the current standards of disclosure in informed consent and time spent engaging with parents viewed as an investment in both the future health of the child and wider public health. Such discussions will require HCWs to have more specialist knowledge of vaccines, their safety and ongoing post-marketing surveillance. In recognizing that a “...high level of knowledge and a positive attitude to immunization in [HCWs] are ...important determinants in achieving and maintaining high vaccine update” … Public Health England (PHE) have already developed a Core Curriculum for Immunisation Training which ensures “immunisers are confident, knowledgeable and up-to-date” through a process of continuing professional development, evidence-based practice and revalidation [39].

Where the domestic courts have taken the role of judicial parent on the issue of vaccination, the priority has been to fulfil the child’s welfare interests [41]. The courts have been clear they are not there to make judgement as to whether vaccination is a good or bad concept [41]. However, through careful examination of expert witness testimony [52] and evidence-based information [53, the judiciary support the normative medical opinion that vaccination best fulfils the child’s welfare needs by preventing disease. In Re C and F(Children)[2003], Sumner J emphaised that “...over 20 million doses of MMR have been delivered in the United States alone. if there were any real problems they would have emerged” [52]. The current precedent, therefore, illustrates that by allowing the child to enjoy the highest attainable level of health, vaccination meets the best interests of the child [54]. As judicial parent, the court
has access to expert testimony and evidence-based information which many parents do not. By incorporating a legal duty of persuasion into parental decision-making, parents are likely to be better informed and educated about vaccine safety and efficacy so that they too can make decisions which meet their child’s best-interests.

The European countries which have, thus far, implemented mandatory vaccination have witnessed associated rises in coverage rates. France, which has one of the highest levels of mistrust in vaccines, witnessed a rise in non-mandatory vaccination uptake following mandatory vaccination legislation [55]. Whilst it can be difficult to disentangle the effects of mandatory vaccination from the accompanying persuasive information campaigns, Lévy-Bruhl et al 2018 suggest success may stem, not from the mandate itself, but from better informing parents [55]. This could further support the premise that better communication with parents could yield the desired results without the need for mandatory vaccine legislation. A policy of mandatory vaccination may not offer up the same educational opportunities that informed consent does and could miss the chance for engagement with parents on these key issues.

**Infrastructure to support Vaccine Uptake**

Whilst vaccination is voluntary, the aforementioned strategies rely upon engagement opportunities with parents which will depend upon improved infrastructure. The RCPHC recommends improvements be made to appointment and reminder systems alongside the implementation of adequate numbers of well-trained staff to discuss vaccinations with parents [56]. The necessity for these recommendations were also emphasized in a survey from the Royal Society for Public Health (RSPH) which recognised appointment issues as some of the biggest barriers to vaccination [57]. Current NHS IT systems are not robust enough to manage records and prompt reminders for the complex array of vaccines which make up the UK vaccination schedule [4][5]. For families with multiple children this current
system represents a logistical barrier to vaccination which is further perpetuated by difficulty in aligning appointments with time off work and school. Whilst a system of mandatory vaccination could potentially see unvaccinated children excluded from school, the House of Lords argue that instead, schools should represent a positive opportunity to trigger vaccine reminders and catch children who might otherwise fall through the net [4].

As part of the NHS’s “wider commitment to digitally transform” communication with patients, social media can be used to “empower the public to take charge of their own health and care” [58]. This could positively engage parents in order to address vaccine hesitancy. A recent NHS Digital scheme successfully addressed breast screening hesitancy in a community through a Facebook group. HCWs used the group to prompt reminders, offer advice on accessing services and to provide “quality information” to alleviate anxieties. The scheme resulted in a 12.9% increase in screening [59]. The importance of engaging parents early was highlighted by Enkel et al (2018) who argue that “clear, accurate and concise information backed by quality evidence, must be provided to parents, ideally as early as pregnancy [44].” Frequent visits to HCWs during antenatal and post-natal periods present early opportunities for vaccine discussion [60].

The Department for Health and Social Care (DHSC) and PHE, tasked with developing a specific strategy to tackle falling MMR coverage, may consider “other settings outside of the GP for vaccinations” [61]. A study by Anderson et al (2014) also showed that patients want more convenient access to vaccine services and prefer to visit community-based pharmacies than GP practices [62]. NHS Community Pharmacist Consultation Service aims to create “same-day, booked private consultations” with pharmacists which could provide convenient and effective access to information and vaccination, saving around 20 million annual GP appointments per year [63] [64]. Further access could be improved through the creation of specialized consent clinics [65] or utilization of previously successful mobile screening units [66].
Conclusion

Falling vaccination rates must be addressed if we are to avoid a harmful re-emergence of devastating childhood diseases. Mandatory vaccination legislation is not a sustainable solution as it is likely to be undermined by parental mistrust and exemption. Healthcare Workers are key in the frontline battle of improving vaccine confidence amongst parents through informed consent. Yet we must consider whether a parental decision-making ought to be rational. Liberalist constructs of autonomy have falsely led to the belief that decision-making should be self-serving, whilst principled autonomy requires rational decision-making, with consideration of others. The law of informed consent should too reflect a more principled construct of autonomy by including a legal duty to facilitate rationality by persuading patients to make rational decisions. Such a duty would expand upon the existing legal duty of information disclosure in informed consent by ensuring consent is a process of dialogue with parents, rather than the end result of information sharing. For parents, whose upmost consideration must be the best interests of their child, such persuasion would facilitate rational decision-making whilst upholding parental autonomy. Statistics suggest that the demographic of parental refusers may be falling, however, mandatory vaccination has the potential to damage parental trust and create more determined vaccine refusers. Conversely, persuasion is likely to enhance the practitioner-parent relationship, build confidence and is also likely invoke a sense of civic duty in favour of vaccination to create sustainable improvements. Supported by recommended infrastructural changes, HCWs could draw upon existing training opportunities and guidance to develop the skills and knowledge necessary to meet this new legal standard.
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